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Learn more at www.learning-frames.com

Your mind naturally views situations and experiences
in terms of learning. From birth you have been
creating Learning Frames to explore and explain the
world around you.

A Learning Frame is how people view change, how
they view learning, and their mindset toward failure
and success. Based upon neuroscience and
instructional design principles, Learning Frames will
help you diagnose learning needs, formulate learning
goals, and implement appropriate learning strategies.
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INTRODUCTION:
For many decades “Seven Habits of Highly Effective
People”, by Stephen R. Covey, has grown to feel
ubiquitous for corporate types like me who strive to better
their leadership skills within the modern business
organizations. It is of course accessible and applicable for
any person seeking to improve self and improve
outcomes.

First published in 1989 it is a classic, which has sold more
than 40 million copies in 50 plus languages.
Covey’s hypothesis for success is that traits in personality
are less important than habits and those habits should
reflect character.
“Covey argues it’s your character that needs to be
cultivated to achieve sustainable success, not your
personality. What we are says far more than what we say
or do. The “Character Ethic” is based upon a series of
principles. Covey claims that these principles are selfevident and endure in most religious, social, and ethical
systems. They have universal application. When you
value the correct principles, you see reality as it truly is.
This is the foundation The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People.”
Habit 1: "Be proactive"
Habit 2: "Begin with the end in mind"
Habit 3: "Put first things first"
Habit 4: "Think win–win"
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Habit 5: "Seek first to understand, then to be understood"
Habit 6: "Synergize"
Habit 7: "Sharpen the saw"

Intermixed are tools, processes, ideas and practice that
support each habit.

Do they work or better yet, how are these habits learned?

Forbes magazine published an artifice by Eric Jackson
after the untimely death of Stephen Covey in 2012 that
illuminates this question about learning these habits.

“When I saw he died” Jackson laments, “I got a little
panic-stricken because I couldn't remember a single
one of the seven habits.

That scared me because I used to love that little
book. I must have read it 4 or 5 times and tried to
habitualize all of the skills.

I went to Wikipedia to look up the 7 habits which are
here… If I had to boil all these habits down to two,
they'd be:

(1) Do something. Just stop sitting around and take
action. Every minute you're sitting around checking
Facebook, you're not taking action getting you closer
to you dreams

www.learning-frames.com
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and

(2) Plan what you're taking action about. Don't just
take action willy-nilly. Actually have a plan. Think
things through. Do one thing in the right order before
you need to do the next thing in order to get where
you want to go.

That's it.

Covey built a billion dollar empire based on those two
kernels of knowledge.”

What if we learned more and let these habit shape
our lives?

Learning knowledge, skills, and changing attitudes is
best attained within a Learning Frame that you
create, maintain and execute.

Furthermore, learning how to learn, learning from
failure, and learning to succeed is still opaque to
most individuals. Is there a better way?
We should embrace:
 Learning by purpose rather than role?
 Learning to fill a performance gap rather than
to fill a requirement?
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Learning goals to solidify a growth mindset
and make performance grander?
Learning techniques and effective study habits
based upon neuroscience proven to yield
better results?
Structures, metrics and feedback loops that
help you learn from failure?

Resources and Citations:
A Quick Summary of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective
People (oberlo.com)
The Only Thing You Need To Remember About The
Seven Habits of Highly Effective People (forbes.com)
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People Signature Edition
4.0 (franklincovey.com)
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People - Wikipedia
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THE PURPOSE OF THIS BOOK
I believe successful people are not only good
learners, but they are perceptive, discerning and
deliberate learners. The more I have studied
successful people I believe they learn knowledge,
skills, and attitudes in unconventional ways that helps
them target and structure relevant information to
maximize their energy while they learn from their
failures, moving rapidly toward their goals. In other
words, learning is the key to their success.

This book will teach you that framework within the
context of “Seven Habits of Highly Effective People.”
This framework is called Learning Frames. Like all
frameworks it can be applied in many different ways
and upon different subject matter. Once you master
the framework you will see that this unspoken
framework is the structure that most successful
people use to learn how to do something and do that
thing to excellence.
Here is what I think you will get out of this book.





How a new system for personalized learning
(Learning Frames) sets you up for the journey
of learning and success
Identify learning goals that will engage your
interest and imagination
How to create learning strategies that are
targeted for your personal success
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I believe you will find that this book is an
unconventional look at success, learning, and failure.
Combined with the tenets of “Seven Habits of Highly
Effective People” I believe it will change your life.

www.learning-frames.com
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SEVEN HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE
PEOPLE
“Covey introduced the maturity continuum. These are
three successive stages of increasing maturity:
dependence, independence, and interdependence.
At birth, everybody is dependent, and characteristics
of dependence may linger; this is the first and lowest
stage of maturity.

Dependence means you need others to get what you
need. All of us began life as an infant, depending on
others for nurturing and sustenance. I may be
intellectually dependent on other people's thinking; I
may be emotionally dependent on other people's
affirmation and validation of me. Dependence is the
attitude of "you": you take care of me... or you don't
come through and I blame you for the result.
Independence means you are pretty much free from
the external influence [and] support of others. ...
Independence is the attitude of "I". ... It is the avowed
goal of many individuals, and also many social
movements, to enthrone independence as the
highest level of achievement, but it is not the ultimate
goal in effective living. There is a far more mature
and more advanced level.
The third and highest level in the Maturity Continuum
is interdependence. ... We live in an interdependent
reality. Interdependence is essential for good
leaders; good team players; a successful marriage or
family life; in organizations. Interdependence is the
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attitude of "we": we can co-operate; we can be a
team; we can combine our talents.
Each of the first three habits is intended to help
achieve independence. The next three habits are
intended to help achieve interdependence. The final,
seventh habit is intended to help maintain these
achievements.

Independence
The first three habits surround moving from
dependence to independence (i.e., self-mastery):

Habit 1: "Be proactive"
Proactivity is about taking responsibility for one's
reaction to one's own experiences, taking the
initiative to respond positively and improve the
situation. Covey discusses recognizing one's circle of
influence and circle of concern. Covey discusses
focusing one's responses and focusing on the center
of one's influence.

Habit 2: "Begin with the end in mind"
Covey discusses envisioning what one wants in the
future (a personal mission statement) so one can
work and plan towards it, and understanding how
people make important life decisions. To be effective
one needs to act based on principles and constantly
review one's mission statements, says Covey. Covey
asks: Are you—right now—who you want to be?
What do you have to say about yourself? How do you
want to be remembered? If habit 1 advises changing
www.learning-frames.com
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one's life to act and be proactive, habit 2 advises that
"you are the programmer". Grow and stay humble,
Covey says.

Covey says that all things are created twice: Before
one acts, one should act in one's mind first. Before
creating something, measure twice. Do not just act;
think first: Is this how I want it to go, and are these
the correct consequences?

Habit 3: "Put first things first"

Matrix of importance vs urgency that Stephen Covey
and Dwight D. Eisenhower used in deciding where to
invest their efforts.
Covey talks about what is important versus what is
urgent. Priority should be given in the following order
(in brackets are the corresponding actions from the
Eisenhower matrix, which Dwight D. Eisenhower
attributed to a former college president):[5]
Quadrant I. Urgent and important (Do) – important
deadlines and crises
Quadrant II. Not urgent but important (Plan) – longterm development
Quadrant III. Urgent but not important (Delegate) –
distractions with deadlines
Quadrant IV. Not urgent and not important
(Eliminate) – frivolous distractions
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The order is important, says Covey: after completing
items in quadrant I, people should spend the majority
of their time on II, but many people spend too much
time in III and IV. The calls to delegate and eliminate
are reminders of their relative priority.

If habit 2 advises that "you are the programmer",
habit 3 advises: "write the program, become a
leader". Keep personal integrity by minimizing the
difference between what you say versus what you
do, says Covey.

Interdependence
The next three habits talk about interdependence
(e.g., working with others):

Habit 4: "Think win–win"
Seek mutually beneficial win–win solutions or
agreements in your relationships, says Covey.
Valuing and respecting people by seeking a "win" for
all is ultimately a better long-term resolution than if
only one person in the situation had gotten their way.
Thinking win–win isn't about being nice, nor is it a
quick-fix technique; it is a character-based code for
human interaction and collaboration, says Covey.

Habit 5: "Seek first to understand, then to be
understood"
See also: Rogerian argument

www.learning-frames.com
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Use empathetic listening to genuinely understand a
person, which compels them to reciprocate the
listening and take an open mind to be influenced.
This creates an atmosphere of caring, and positive
problem-solving.

Habit 5 is expressed in the ancient Greek philosophy
of three modes of persuasion:

Ethos is one's personal credibility. It's the trust that
one inspires, one's "emotional bank account".
Pathos is the empathetic side, the alignment with the
emotional trust of another person's communication.
Logos is the logic, the reasoning part of the
presentation.
The order of the concepts indicates their relative
importance, says Covey.

Habit 6: "Synergize"
Combine the strengths of people through positive
teamwork, so as to achieve goals that no one could
have done alone, Covey exhorts.

Continual improvement
The final habit is that of continuous improvement in
both the personal and interpersonal spheres of
influence.

Habit 7: "Sharpen the saw"
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Covey says that one should balance and renew one's
resources, energy, and health to create a
sustainable, long-term, effective lifestyle. He primarily
emphasizes exercise for physical renewal, good
prayer, and good reading for mental renewal. He also
mentions service to society for spiritual renewal.

Covey explains the "upward spiral" model. Through
conscience, along with meaningful and consistent
progress, an upward spiral will result in growth,
change, and constant improvement. In essence, one
is always attempting to integrate and master the
principles outlined in The 7 Habits at progressively
higher levels at each iteration. Subsequent
development on any habit will render a different
experience and one will learn the principles with a
deeper understanding. The upward spiral model
consists of three parts: learn, commit, do. According
to Covey, one must be increasingly educating the
conscience in order to grow and develop on the
upward spiral. The idea of renewal by education will
propel one along the path of personal freedom,
security, wisdom, and power, says Covey.”

Resources and Citations:
The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People - Wikipedia
https://youtu.be/WFc08j9eorQ
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LEARNING FRAMES
WHAT IS A LEARNING FRAME?

In simplistic terms a Learning Frame is how you
learn. A Learning Frame is how people view change,
how they view learning, and their mindset toward
failure and success. Your mind naturally views
situations and experiences in terms of learning.
From birth you have been creating Learning Frames
to explore and explain the world around you. How
you learn is framed by your behavior, genetics and
biology.
What is your mindset toward learning?

Success is all about learning. How you view learning
will determine your level of achievement.
How do you frame your experiences as something to learn
from?

Put your experiences in your Learning Frame. When
life throws you a curve ball and unexpected things
happen that make achieving your goals difficult, you
need to put it in your Learning Frame.

21
When do you need to create a new Learning Frame?

Achievements are the result of learning how to
overcome and learn from failure. Success is not the
absence of failure. Failure teaches you how to move
forward. If you can’t move forward from failure it is
time to create new Learning Frame.

You can create your own learning experience
regardless of the subject matter, your instructor or
your learning environment.

The next section of this book will teach how to create
your own Learning Frame.

www.learning-frames.com
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HOW TO BUILD EACH FRAME:
Because you are building a framework and not a
method or a set of rules to follow, how you apply the
steps of the Learning Frame can be different and
customizable to your needs. The purpose of each
frame is to prompt metacognition, changes in
behavior, and a sustainable growth mindset to inspire
action.
You can build a Learning Fame by creating and
testing your hypothesis for success and failure by
answering these critical questions:








What do you care about?
What is it that you want out of life?
What does success look and feel like?
What is holding you back?
How can you act now and think later?
Why do you want to learn?
Why do some people succeed and others do
not?
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THE FRAMEWORK
 Reason For Learning
 Finding purpose in learning and understand the
relationship between interest, passion, and your
ability to learn.
 Analyze The Need For Learning
 Recognize your self-sabotage habits and how to
overcome them.
 Strategize How To Learn
 Discover the power of learning goals.
 Evaluate Your Learning
 Learn how to pivot from failure.

www.learning-frames.com
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BUILDING A LEARNING FRAMEWORK STARTS
WITH A LEARNING GOAL

CREATE A LEARNING GOAL
Learning goals are typically for teachers or the
instructors in the context of a lesson, a course or
a training module. They have a narrow focus and
help the teacher define the reason for the class
and how to evaluate student learning. Learning
Frames turns this around and empowers you as a
learner to set your own learning goals. The scope
of a learning goal should and can be beyond the
here and now and certainly beyond any
coursework that is front of you.

In order to redefine and repurpose a learning
goal, a distinction must be made between
learning goals and performance goals.
WHY DO YOU NEED A LEARNING GOAL
A learning goal is the fuel for a Learning Frame.
Most people have never set a learning goal
before.

Here is why you should!

www.learning-frames.com
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Psychologist and Professor Carol Dweck’s
research concluded that, “Learning goals trigger
entirely different chains of thought and action
from performance goals. A focus on
performance instead of on learning and growing
causes people to hold back from risk taking or
exposing their self-image to ridicule by putting
themselves into situations where they have to
break a sweat to deliver the critical outcome.”
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Performance Goals vs. Learning Goals

Performance Goals

Learning Goals

You’re working to
validate your ability.

You’re working to
acquire new knowledge
or skills.

You unconsciously limit
your potential.

You pick everincreasing challenges
and you potential is
never restrained.

If your focus is on
validating or showing off
your ability, you pick
challenges you are
confident you can meet.

If your focus is on
increasing your ability,
your performance or
actions feel dynamic
and malleable.

You always want to look
smart.

You interpret setbacks
as useful information
that helps you to
sharpen your focus, get
more creative, and work
harder.

I propose that the number one reason people fail
to achieve their goals is because they focus on
ability and performance rather than acquiring new
knowledge and skills first. Those who learn to
succeed have a mindset for active, lifelonglearning as they work toward their aims.

www.learning-frames.com
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HOW TO WRITE LEARNING GOAL
You can use the SMART method for goal writing,
but frankly the goal can be a small to medium
level goal or a BHAG (Big Hairy Audacious Goal).
The goal is not going to get you there. It is the
Learning Framework that defines and creates a
system of thought alignment and behavior change
that will help you achieve your learning goal on a
daily basis. So keep the goal simple and make
sure it articulates your destination in terms of
what you want to learn.

It will be hard to fight the instinct to set
achievement goals, but trust the science of setting
learning goals first and foremost; then let the
Learning Frame guide you toward success.
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Goals setting examples:
Learning Goal Examples Performance or
Achievement Goal
Examples
Learn how to create a
new system for personal
achievement that can be
used to help people
learn anything they want
to.

Create a system for
learning and get rich.

Learn how to become a
highly sought out
influencer for civil
engineers.

Become the most
popular civil engineer in
the industry.

Learn how to create the
most successful
skateboarding business
in the United States.

Become a millionaire
selling my Skateboards.

Learn how to study for
and obtained a Master
degree in Social work.

Get a degree in Social
work.

Learn how to create a
social brand to sell my
flower pots.

Become a famous
YouTube personality.

Learn how to market
and sell products on the
internet.

Become a multilevel
marketer and make a
billion dollars.

Learn how to become a
top sales person in my
industry.

Sale four-hundred
thousand widgets this
year.
www.learning-frames.com
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Can you now see how limiting and overwhelming
performance goals are?

As Scott Adams wisely said: [my commentary]
“Goal-oriented people exist in a state of
continuous presuccess failure at best, and
permanent failure at worst if things never work
out. Systems people [Learning Goals people]
succeed every time they apply their systems, in
the sense that they did what they intended to do
[they learn and continue to learn].
The goals people, they are fighting the feeling of
discouragement at each turn. The systems people
[Learning Goals people] are feeling good every
time they apply their system [Learning Frames]. “
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HOW TO APPLY LEARNING FRAMES TO SEVEN
HABITS OF HIGHLY EFFECTIVE PEOPLE
I’m not sure when I first heard of and read Seven
Habits of Highly Effective People. I think I became
aware of the book in the late 90’s and read it a
decade later.

The Habit I relate most to and try to emulate is Habit
5: "Seek first to understand, then to be understood."
Indeed I have tried to learn the habit. And in that
effort I probably created an informal Learning Frame.

If you are reading Seven Habits for the first time or
you recognize a gap between the person you are and
the person you want to become or the habit you want
to attaint, I would encourage you see the first step in
this journey as learning exercise.

If you want to master all of the habits you can create
a Learning Frame to reorganize this book into a
personalized learning plan like this:

www.learning-frames.com
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If you want to master one habit at a time use this as a
primer.

Use this guide to map out a learning frame around
one of the seven habits. For example:
Learning Goal = Learn how to become a person
whose ideas are heard and work with people to
accomplish our shared goals.
Topic = Habit #5 “Seek first to understand, then to be
understood.”
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Reason
Why do you care
about this habit?

“Leaders that are effective
seem to have great
communication skills that I
lack.”

Why do you want
to learn about it?

“I think my ideas are good
want to share them.”

Analysis
What do you know
about this habit?

“You have to listen first.”

What don’t you
know, but want to
learn?

“How to pivot form listening to
understanding and then
persuasion.”

What is you
learning mindset?

“I believe I can learn this skill
or habit.”

Strategy
How are you going
to study and learn
this habit?

“Read the book and create a
Learning frame.”

What does learning “See when this habit is used
look like for you?
effetely and when it is not.
Practice with the habit with
others.”
What is your
success criteria? =
Be able to
memorize a list,

“In a typical work interaction I
want to have better outcome
by recognizing how I feel
after a disagreement and
www.learning-frames.com
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speak about
concepts, act in a
certain way give a
certain event?

measure the outcome of
discussion based upon
similar discussions.”

Evaluation
How will you know
if you learned the
habit?

“I will better about my
discussions.

What will you do
when you don’t
learn as fast as
you want?

“Keep trying but be informed
by how I got off track. Learn
more about the topic and try
again.”

What does failure
look like?

“People shut down around me
and we don’t discuss ideas
that are important to me.”

How will you learn
from failure?

“Ask, seek and try again.”

My ideas will be fully explored
by others.”

Learning Frames is a simple yet powerful cognitive
alignment model that helps you create effective
learning experiences. Based upon proven
neuroscience and instructional design principles a
learning framework will:
• Give you a sustainable mindset for learning
• Give you the tools and methods to overcome
learning bias and increase your ability to learn
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• Give you a framework that empowers you to
increase your potential through acquiring knowledge,
skills, and an empowering your learning potential

www.learning-frames.com
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LEARN MORE
If replicating a formula for success is the holy grail of
all self-help content and products in our modern age,
why isn’t the copy and paste working?
I will provide three reasons why a framework for
learning is the opposite of a formula I propose that it
might actually be the real path to self-help.
Unification
For over a decade I’ve had an idea in the back of my
mind that was very hard to articulate and nurture.
The idea was best stated like this. “All self-help
concepts and systematic improvement process
should be or could be mapped under a single matrix.”
What I meant in practical terms was this: If I had a
hard time managing my time, for example, it would
be useful to go a spreadsheet that was divided by
need or attribute desired and then find a resource in
that grid. In this example I would use this grid or
matrix and find resources from Seven Habits of
Highly Effective People about time management and
also other resources from other books etc. I could
then look at all of the practices, concepts and
procedures and thus apply the skills and get better at
managing my time.
This would be a very pragmatic search and retrieval
exercise. The utility and unification of all sources of
best in class knowledge in one place seemed useful.
But would it be practical and would it really help a
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person who thinks time management as their biggest
problem? What if time management was not their
biggest problem when it came to success?
In the end the idea fell apart, but the concept of a
framework that could encompasses all self-help
advice percolated in my mind and eventually
manifest in my creation of Learning Frames.
Sustainability
Based upon proven neuroscience and instructional
design principles a learning framework will give you a
sustainable mindset for learning and the tools and
methods to overcome learning bias and increase
your ability to learn. The framework will empowers
you to increase your potential.
What is the framework for success was a pivotal
question that I researched for years.
The superset framework is simple=
“Learn the price of success and then pay it.”
The energy to learn from failure and learn from
success is contained and sustained with consistent
application of a Learning Frame by tapping into the
reason why you want or need to succeed. Purpose
is infused by the intent (Hypothesis) and intent is
fueled by passion for learning, all sustained by your
learning goal.
Applicability
All success and all self-help philosophies relay upon
a single cognitive mechanism, which is your ability to

www.learning-frames.com
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learn. Successful people have created individual
learning frameworks, which in turn creates a different
kind of learning experience for them and a different
perspective about life. This is why it seems like
successful people are going through life on a
different plane of reality. The ability to know how and
what to learn is why some people are tremendously
successful and others are not, even though their
environment and life experience are very similar.
These learning frameworks affect almost every part
of their life. This is how and why successful people
like Steve Jobs and Richard Branson experience
learning differently by engaging a meta-cognitive
framework, which sharpens both their awareness of
what to learn and how to apply learning in a powerful
practical manner.
Over the last few years of research I see the pattern
of Learning Frames in almost every self-help system
I investigate. Once you learn the frame you will see
these patterns as well.
Fast learners and successful people have learned
how to trigger this framework for learning to their
advantage. You can too. You just need to discover
your Learning Framework.
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APPENDIX
WHAT MAKES LEARNING FRAMES DIFFERENT
What makes Learning Frames different from other
“learning how to learn” systems, programs or
MOOCS?

Learning Frames is not a technique, a method, or a
trick to learn faster. Learning Frames isn’t about
speed to knowledge, but rather relevance of
knowledge and the anchoring of learning for active
use and meaningful expression.

The reason why learning strategies, learning tricks
and methods can’t be reproduced with the same
consistent results is because they are not wrapped in
an effective learning experience that you create.
This is also why self-help books, methods and
systems never live up to their promise. The reason
you fail to learn these habits, attributes and selfactualization systems is because you are not placing
this knowledge within your Learning Frame.

www.learning-frames.com
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In the Book “The 12 Week Year” by Brian P. Moran
and Michael Lennington, they present an example
that actually supports the need for Learning Frames.
“One of our clients is a large insurance company with
more than 2,000 agents. Within the company there is
one agent who is a perennial top producer year-in
and year-out. As you might expect, over the years,
other agents have asked him if he would share his
approach with them. Without hesitation the top
producer would take time out from his busy schedule
to walk them through exactly what he did to create
his success. Do you know how many people
replicated his success? You guessed it, zero. He now
refuses to share his secret because no one follows
through with what he teaches them.”

Moran and Lennington point was lack of execution is
the main reason we fail to achieve. However, in the
example of the replicating the top producer I believe
the authors and other self-help systems gloss over
what is really happening here. Even a monkey can
replicated steps in a plan, what is really happening
here or not happening is a Learning Frame. We
have to replicate the mindset, the learning goals and
the ability to learn from failure of top producers, not
just the steps. If the agent in the scenario above was
able to explain his method and articulate his Learning
Frame at each step then alignment can occur. It is
with the Learning Frame that execution becomes
permanent and repeatable.
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“Success consists of going from failure to failure
without loss of enthusiasm.”
— Winston Churchill

www.learning-frames.com
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LEARNING FRAMES ONLINE LEARNING
EXPERIENCE
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HOW TO LEARN FROM FAILURE
Are you learning from failure?

Are you making the same mistakes again and again?

Are you still missing your goals?

Was success within your reach, but it got away?
Why don’t good ideas ever make you rich?

Are your habits really changing?

How you view change, learning, and your mindset
toward failure is the reason why you have not
achieved your goals. Success is all about learning.
How you view learning will determine your level of
achievement.

www.learning-frames.com
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Invest in this online learning course today:

www.learning-frames.com/online-learning-courses

Here is what you will experience in this course:
• How to learn from your failures
• How to overcome the fear of failure
• Finding purpose in learning and understand the
relationship between passion and your ability to learn
• More clarity on the value of failure within the context
of success
• A way to build your own framework or system
centered around learning
• Insight into why you continue to fail when you read
books and take courses like this, but never make a
change
• Understand the nature of perception and
intelligence
• How a new system for personalized learning
(Learning Frames) sets you up for the journey of
learning and success
• Identify factors that are affecting your ability to be
successful
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The next time you fail to reach your goal you will
know how to learn from that failure and learn your
way to success.

www.learning-frames.com
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For more information and further resources please
visit:
https://learning-frames.com

THANK YOU

